
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vGhgoCUbPk_1_eNqbCv6kzeULzsPKb6h?usp=sharingWorld-Building
with

Ryan Heath 
.Activity Pack .   



👋



Together in this World-Building activity pack, we will be 

using images of the beautiful Derbyshire countryside as 

inspiration for our own drawings. These will then be sent 

to LEVEL Centre.



Once we have your Art, Ryan is planning to create a 

collaborative digital piece for us all to view! This work 

may be displayed on our website, social media and at 

LEVEL Centre. 

All participants who agree to share their work will have 

their name and work credited on the art work. This work 

will be shown on our website and at LEVEL Centre. 



Activities ⏰
1) Introduction to tasks

2) Drawing Exercises ✏
3) Shading Exercises 🖍



What you’ll need…



Whether it’s paper



Example..



Here I have drawn and shaded 
some bold, simple drawings



Here I’ve placed them together on a page..



Sending your drawings to Ryan will help to make a digital artwork, which can be viewed 
from home! Here’s an example.



Drawing Tips✍
•Make sure you have some paper and drawing materials 

with you 📜                                                                 

•You’ll need a dark pen or pencil to start.. 🖊
•Don’t worry about doing it ‘right’  💭



Drawing Exercise 1 



On the next slide there are some 
pictures of Derbyshire for you to 

look at and draw from. 



Draw some basic shapes using 
thick, strong outlines.

Is there a shape you like or notice?



Do the same again for this 
picture..



This one too!



Starting a new drawing, try and combine 
two previous ones! 

What happens if you combine your drawings?



Choose some of your drawings and 
imagine them stretched!

We need some large, 
bold backdrop objects.



Shading Exercise 



Draw some basic patterns to fill in 
the shapes you’ve drawn.

Is there a pattern you like or 
notice? 

🌫〰 ➰



Draw some patterns to fill in the 
shapes you’ve drawn.



Do you see anything you like here?



How about this one?



Please take a good quality photo or scan your 

drawings for the best chance at showing off 

your fantastic work!



By submitting your work you are agreeing to 

LEVEL Centre and Ryan Heath using your 

materials in a new art work. 

Please send images or scanned copies of 

your creations. 

These can be through email to: 

info@levelcentre.com 

mailto:amelia@levelcentre.com


✌ Thanks


